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Case study

Growth story of a leading uK plastic
components manufacturer
It is essential to keep growing and that is what bought this uK based large plastic
components manufacturer to the attractive fast growing emerging market of India.
established over 150 years ago, with an employee base of 1000+ worldwide,
product range of over 35,000 items and global presence, this company has a
well-known brand image in europe and the usa. In the mid 2000’s they realised
the sales potential in these existing markets was stagnating, they had to look into
new potential markets to see new growth.
In this case study we will show you how this plastic components manufacturer
went from no business in India to £2.5 million worth in five years;
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India was already in a boom phase
at the time and many other potential
markets looked unstable or had low
growth prospects so they decided to
look at India. With no knowledge of the
market for their products, they turned to
M+V – an expert on India – for a market
research study in 2006. With in-depth
knowledge across industries, M+V
conducted in-depth interviews and
extensive secondary research in the
plastics market in India and the
evidence showed that India was a
worthwhile market for them to invest in.
M+V helped them define their product
range for this new territory and develop
a pricing strategy that would be suitable
for India.
M+V also helped them define their
customer base (OeMs, resellers, end
users), and to weigh their business
model options. From the study it was
evident that direct sales or sales
through a distribution partner in India
would not be successful and to be
successful the company needed to
have a dedicated Indian sales team.

However, a Wholly Owned subsidiary
(Private Limited) would not break-even
in the first few years and would require
not only investment in administration
and operations but also a steep learning
curve to find the right people and set up
immediately. this was worrisome for the
Investors who wanted to focus on sales
and developing their footprint in the
market and not get diverted by
operational matters and Indian
bureaucracy.

M+V’s main interest is to safeguard
the money of the investor and has
developed practical business solutions
for foreign companies coming to India’s
markets. M+V’s Business Incubator
allows new market entrants to focus on
business development, brand building
and building up market shares without
having to immediately incorporate an
Indian subsidiary and deal with
bureaucracy – or to rely on distributors.

this Business Incubator was tailormade for the needs of the plastics
manufacturer. With this solution, they
had a low-risk, cost-effective and simple
way to recruit and guide a dedicated
sales team for their business
development in India until the right time
to incorporate their own Wholly Owned
subsidiary. In 2010 the company signed
contacts with M+V for the Business
Incubator, to recruited three sales
Managers for the company and for
M+V’s sales Order Management
solution – so that M+V would manage
all back-office operations from payroll
and accounting to the complete imports,
order management, invoicing & logistics
of the products. the company could
therefore focus on sales.
the team of three Regional sales
Managers were recruited based on
the business potential for their products
and organized regionally - North, West
and south. these managers were
dedicated to the sales of this company
and travelled within their regions for
10-12 days per month developing their
region’s markets with regular reviews
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and healthy competition between the
regions. In this way, they were able
to create brand awareness and make
the products available in India; without
the inconvenience of incorporating
an Indian subsidiary or any other
bureaucracy.

their first product shipment was
imported into India within nine months
and they experienced steady growth
over the next five years. they grew their
customer base in India over 2.5 times
from 28 customers in 2011 to 101
customers in 2016.

as they were able to completely focus
their energy only on building the market,
they quickly identified that over 70% of
their customers were OeMs who were
responsible for most of the business,
while end users and resellers did not
contribute much to their sales value.
With regionally focused dedicated sales
managers, and access to all the sales
data from M+V’s saP module, they
were able to determine that almost half
of their sales value came from the West
region and this helped them boost their
North and south regions with training
and to better strategise their future
sales plans.
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Growing at a CaGR (compound annual
growth rate) of 43%, their total sales in
India went from £273,000 in 2011 to
£2.5 million in 2016. M+V’s advice to
go ahead with a dedicated local team
for business development proved valid;
while direct sales from uK during the
period grew at a CaGR of only 26%,
sales through M+V sales Order Management solution grew at a CaGR of
45%. With use of the M+V Business
Incubator solution, they were able to
gain market share and brand presence
without incurring expenses of a local
entity or the risk of bureaucracy and
M+V’s sales Order Management
solution helped them make their
products available in India efficiently
and with a fully-fledged set up that
would have otherwise taken years to
develop.
after five years of increasing sales and
seeing the continued market potential,
the company was now ready to
establish their own subsidiary in India.
In 2016, M+V registered a Private
Limited company for them and also
helped them recruit the right people to
expand their team to eight employees.
From day one the Indian subsidiary
has been paying for itself because the
products already have a developed
place in the market.

they plan to further build up their own
team in 2-3 years, but right now are
focused on consolidating growth and
markets.

Good administration keeps you in
control of your business, and having
experienced M+V’s business solutions
first-hand the company continues to
view M+V as a trusted advisor and
service provider. they still use M+V’s
accounting solution and sales Order
Management solution. this helps their
team to continue to focus entirely on
business development.

this plastic components giant now
plans to introduce more products in
the Indian market that will allow their
product basket to be complete as
customers still purchase some products
(accessories) from the competition.
they are well established with OeMs
in India and now plan to shift more
focus towards increasing sales from
resellers and win Government
contracts. this move will help them
take over the competition market share
and reach their target of £5 million sales
by 2019.
to know more about how M+V’s
pragmatic tailored solutions can
help grow your business in India,
contact us!

Phone: +91 124 4121 600
Email: info@maiervidorno.com
www.maiervidorno.com

